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Welcome to Groovy Bestiary!
This is a compilation of creature art made by yours truly with the objective of having it all 
archived in a single document and to have easier access to it all for future reference for myself 
and also if anyone would like to see them as well.

These characters all live on a same “Universe” that I like to call “Malas Influencias”, my long 
never ending very personal project that I hope you see in another compilation.
 
All the creatures depicted here have been made from various self imposed challenges like the 
‘create ocs based on 3 emojis given by followers’ and october challenges like ‘season of the bad 
guys club’ (by Craig Gleason). 

As you can see, I’m a bit of a masochist for trying to draw so many characters in the less 
ammount of time. GOTTA DRAW FAST.



THE FIRST BATCH

The first emoji oc batch consists on 42 
drawings of various creatures, from hu-

manoid animals to humanoid objects. 
I believe these were done on early or 

mid 2019.
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THE SECOND BATCH

The second emoji oc batch con-
sists on 32 drawings.These were 
done on late 2019 and posted on 
early 2020.
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RABBIT HOLE

A bunch of humanoid rabbits that came 
to life in 2018.

The idea came up on 2017, when I drew 
a humanoid cacti bunny boy, and later 
on 2018 I redrew him and I got hyped 
to draw more rabbit looking ocs!

In this section there’s just a small peek 
of them, because they deserve their 
own compilation. There’s too many 
drawings plus “lore” I need to write 
(drawings I need to go find....haha).

On the left are the original 31 october 
rabbits I drew!
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OCTOBER CHALLENGE 2020
“Season of the bad guys club 5”

31 characters made with prompts from Craig Gleason’s october list.
Sadly I don’t have the editable file to  put them all without background , luckily I had 

saved a white background version of the mobster gals.
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OCTOBER CHALLENGE 2021
“Season of the bad guys club 6”

31 characters made with prompts from Craig Gleason’s october list.
Just finished! YAY! (18/10/21)
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Afterword.
Groovy Bestiary is a small (?) compilation of various characters from 2018 to 2021, all come 
from various forms of inspiration and self-imposed challenges. Can only hope to keep creating  
more and more original funky characters to keep me ‘sane’ through these trying times.

Thank you all who have been there with kind words of motivation or just quietly leaving their 
likes on my posts. It means a lot to me to know that these creatures receive a little love.
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